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Covenant
debate team

by Garrison Dale

by Ellen Davis

Three weeks ago, President
Halvorson enacted three new
initiatives for the faculty and staff
members. These initiatives encouraged staff to not send internal
e-mail on “Old School Wednesday,” to wear casual clothing on
Mondays and to schedule staff
meetings exclusively between 9
a.m and 3 p.m.
Hundreds of emails are sent
around Covenant’s campus everyday. Many faculty members, staff
members, and students use email
as their primary source of communication on a daily basis. Internal
e-mail allows for instantaneous
across-campus communication,
saving faculty and staff members
incalculable amounts of time
delivering and receiving information. As a result, the College is
substantially more efficient and
more connected. But a significant
amount of personal interaction
among the faculty and staff is lost
to the practical benefits of e-mail.
President Halvorson’s initiative
called “Old School Wednesday”
asks the faculty and staff to refrain
from sending internal e-mail one
day every week. The purpose of the
initiative is to encourage faceContinued on page 2News

For many, persuasive public
speaking is the dreaded activity that ends after high school
speech class. Yet for others,
public speaking and debate are
exhilarating ways of performing
and entertaining. Covenant’s
Forensics Society encourages
the art of public speaking, and
invites any students who are
willing to participate. The team,
in its fifth year at Covenant, has
had a successful run this semester, and has won awards from all
three tournaments they attended.
“I am appreciative of this very
enjoyable yet challenging opportunity,” said junior Ian Dovan, a
novice member of the team. “The
skills gained are some of the most
beneficial skills one can cultivate
during the college years.”
The team meets once a week
during the semester to perform
practice rounds and speeches,
and competes in tournaments on
weekends.
“Most of the people we compete
against get class credit for this or
are on scholarships, and we don’t,”
said Swygard. “They’re spending a
lot of time practicing when we’re
doing it for our own pleasure. But
Continued on page 2News

Still from the inaugural alumni video

Alumni Office adopts new strategy
by Andrew Christenberry

While the fall semester is fast approaching its close and Covenant
students are putting finishing
touches on their term papers, up
on the third floor of Probasco, the
Covenant College Alumni Office
is hard at work. The Alumni Office, consisting of Marshall Rowe,
Tim Mahla, Jordan Harwood,
Anthony Tucker, and Lisa Boozer,
is perpetually engaged in communication with Covenant alumni.
Most recently, as was communicated in an email from President
Halvorson, the Alumni Office has

engaged in a new and unique platform that can be readily described
in three words: Pray, Represent,
and Give.
By teaming up with Fancy
Rhino, winners of Covenant’s inaugural Seed Project, the Alumni
Office has produced “Morning,
Noon & Night: A Covenant
Alumni Series”--a series of short
films for each facet of its new
platform. The “Pray” film features
Covenant’s very own President
Halvorson, and the “Represent”
and “Give” films, to be revealed in
February and April respectively,
also feature Covenant College

Alumni from years past.
This new strategy for promoting alumni support is different
from past strategies of the Alumni
Office.
“It is very difficult for us to
actively engage with all 7,000
existing Covenant College
alumni,” explained Jordan Harwood, Coordinator of Alumni
Operations. “In this new strategy
we focused our efforts on trying to
reach the masses, and on trying to
reach alumni we haven’t effectively
reached before.”
On the same subject, Head
Continued on page 2News
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Halvorson initiative
Continued from front page

to-face or telephone interaction
among Covenant’s employees, creating a more personally connected
workplace.
“In many cases, technology can
make us less efficient communicators,” said President Halvorson.
“It’s disturbing how many times I
e-mail Joan who is right outside
my door. We’re all so close together, but we’re all hiding behind
our computers.”
Along with providing the
faculty and staff members more
opportunities to personally inter-

Covenant debate
Continued from front page

it’s good for us because we’re doing this to learn critical thinking
skills.”
Despite the disadvantage,
Covenant students are voluntarily
participating and are seeing much
benefit from the tournaments.
“Participating in speech and
debate has definitely increased my
ability to think critically on my
feet and articulate my thoughts
clearly and concisely,” said Dovan.
The team competes in three

Alumni Office

Continued from front page
of Young Alumni Relations and
Major Gift Officer, Tim Mahla,
added that the office hopes to
help alumni understand that each
dollar they invest in the mission of
Covenant is worth every cent.
“Our money, after all, is not our
own, but the Lord’s,” said Mahla.
With this new initiative, the
Alumni Office hopes to com-
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act with their coworkers, President
Halvorson hopes “Old School
Wednesday” will increase the quality of intercampus communication.
“It’s amazing how much more
you can accomplish in a 10 minute
conversation instead of a 17 messages long e-mail thread,” said
President Halvorson. “Even in a
phone conversation, you can pick
up so much more about someone’s
mood.”
The weekly break from e-mailing is called “Human Day” and
“Walkabout Wednesday” by the
faculty and staff who might find
themselves walking to the office
next door for a short conversation

or traveling to an entirely different
building to pass on a memo.
“Wednesday is great exercise,”
said Human Resources Benefits
Coordinator Judy Pennyman. “It
gets us up from our desks, allows
us to stretch our legs and greet our
peers face-to-face.”
Work days with no e-mail
require the faculty and staff to
make adjustments to their normal
routines, a price that most are
happy to pay.
“Communications on ‘Old
School Wednesday’ requires a
more concerted effort, but it’s
good,” said Leda Goodman, administrative assistant and certified

professional resume writer in the
Center for Calling and Career. In
addition to President Halvorson’s
e-mail free day, the faculty and
staff are encouraged to dress casually on Mondays.
“Most visitors come to campus
on Fridays, so Monday works
great for casual day,” said President
Halvorson.
So far, causal Mondays have
been very well received.
“I think it creates a noticeably
more relaxed environment in the
office,” said sophomore student
employee Zoe Warren. “Especially now that it’s cold, I can
wear jeans all day and not worry

about changing over to a skirt
before going into work.”
President Halvorson’s final
initiative encourages all meetings
to be held between 9 a.m. and 3
p.m.
“This allows our faculty and
staff more time to get work done
at their desks in the mornings
and afternoons,” said President
Halvorson. “It gives them a
cushion in the mornings to get
their days started right.”
Covenant College staff members and student workers will
continue to implement these new
initiatives through the rest of the
school year.

different events: Parliamentary
Debate, a two-versus-two debate
in which the teams are given 15
minutes to prepare a debate on
a topic chosen at random, from
healthcare to sports to pop culture;
Extemporaneous Speaking, in
which one person draws three
questions at random and has 30
minutes to prepare a speech on
those questions; and Impromptu
Speaking, in which one person has
two minutes to prepare a fiveminute speech about two quotes
chosen at random.
This fall, the team, consisting of

14 students, competed in tournaments at Berea College, Berry
College, and Belmont University.
At Berea College, Covenant
placed third overall in its division. Dovan and sophomore Bryce
Stout won first place in the novice
Parliamentary Debate event
against nearly 20 teams. Stout
also brought home fourth place in
the novice debate speaking awards,
and sophomore Harris Stevens
won fourth place in Extemporaneous Speaking and in the varsity
speaker awards.
At Berry College, Stevens won

the top varsity speaker award out
of 40 speakers. Freshman Paul
Broussard and sophomore Jake
Wasdin were both quarterfinalists
in the novice Parliamentary Debate.
Broussard won a speaker award for
the novice Parliamentary Debate,
Harris placed fourth in varsity Impromptu Speaking, and sophomore
Kevin Hughes placed fourth in
novice Extemporaneous Speaking.
At Belmont University, the
biggest tournament of all three,
Stout took home sixth place in the
overall speaker award against 60
competitors. Dovan reached the

semifinals for varsity Extemporaneous Speaking, Freshman Nathan
Sweetman reached semifinals for
varsity Impromptu Speaking, and
Hughes placed fourth in novice
Extemporaneous Speaking. Those
three students and sophomore
Stephen McKerihan all made it to
the octafinals in novice Parliamentary Debate.
“I don’t care about win-loss
records,” said Swygard. “I just care
about our students learning how
to do this. It’s scary getting up
in front of people, but I see the
educational benefit of this.”

municate to Covenant College
alumni that supporting Covenant
extends far beyond monetary gifts
to the college. For decades, alumni
have been giving to Covenant by
encouraging churches to pray and
be active in spreading Covenant’s
mission.
Harwood explained, “While
many alumni have been supporting Covenant in these ways, our
big focus this year is to communicate well what alumni have been

doing and effectively call other
alums to join their fellow Scots
in partnering to sustain this place
and its mission.”
Ninety-two percent of Covenant graduates are active members
of local churches and are increasingly filling leadership roles in the
church.
Troy Duble, the vice president
of advancement and a Covenant
alumnus, seeks to continue this
tradition through Covenant alum-

ni, as the Church is the primary
way of building God’s Kingdom.
“This is accomplished by calling
our alumni to pray for Covenant’s
current students, faculty and
staff, to represent by helping new
alumni find jobs and by promoting Covenant to high school
students, and invest God’s money
in Covenant,” said Duble. “Our
alumni understand God’s ownership of all, so after their tithing, I
believe Covenant is the best place

they could invest their God-given
resources, for the return is priceless.”
With the help of this new campaign, and by continually hosting
alumni events across the country
where the “pray, represent, give”
calling can be shared in person,
the Alumni Office at Covenant is
seeking to proclaim the message of
Colossians 1, “In all things Christ
Preeminent,” to the ends of the
earth.

Faculty Quote of the Week
“I want to be just like Dr. Wingard when I grow up. And you can tell him that!”
-Dr. Eames
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While some Covenant students have
always taken the initiative to go
abroad, the percentage of the student
body that does so changes from
semester to semester. In recent years,
just 1% of the student body studied
abroad, a small number in comparison with fall 2000 numbers, where
as many as 50 students studied
abroad in countries like Slovakia,
New Zealand, and China. This year,
numbers have doubled from last,
bringing the percentage of students
who studied abroad in the 20122013 academic year to 2%. Today,
we have the privilege of hearing
from one of our fellow students,
Jimmy Myers, who has been studying abroad at the University of
Oxford in England this fall.
Jimmy Myers - Studying Next to
Spires
In writing this article, there is
a great temptation to embellish
my study abroad experience in
such a way that would provide a
false picture of my time here at
Oxford University. To be sure,
Oxford has been delightful. It
is a beautiful city full of ancient
churches, colleges, high “dream-

ing” spires, and the magnificent
Bodleian Libraries which shelter
more than 11 million printed
works, 29 reading rooms, and
2,490 places for readers. It is a
university full of life, bustling
with academicians as well as
fresh undergraduates, surrounded
by a green and rolling pastoral
landscape that is sprinkled with
sheep and woods and football.
But Oxford has also been very
challenging and there have been
dreary days as well. Not to say
that Covenant hasn’t prepared
me well for this challenge. On
the contrary, I’m very grateful for
Covenant’s rigorous academics.
But it’s a different kind of rigor
here. The truth is, I spend most of
my days reading. When I’m not
attending lectures or tutorials –
hour-long sessions during which
students read their papers aloud
to their tutor and then discuss
and defend the content therein
– I’m plodding through commentaries or philosophical and
theological works that attempt to
provide some answers to weighty
questions concerning the Incarnation or the Trinity or prayer.
Sometimes I plod for eight
hours in a day, but sometimes it’s
less. In any case, I typically arrive

back at the mansion that I call
home (along with 37 other students) quite fatigued, especially
after having biked two miles from
the glorious and architecturallybreathtaking Radcliffe Camera.
But what is so fatiguing? Just
this: this daily ritual of reading
is one part of a continual process
that repeats every single week -read, write, revise, present, defend,
revise -- and then go on to the
next essay question. The point of
doing these continual practices is
to learn how to generate thoughtful written work in a short
amount of time. Studying abroad
at Oxford comes with great challenges and one of those challenges is that the repetition tends
to be academically demanding in
a way I’ve never experienced.
But that is part of why I’m
here: to learn, cultivate my heart
and mind, and begin to prepare
for a future vocation in a way that
is unique to Oxford. Also, if I’m
going to be fair, there is glory,
not just gloom, in this repetition. There have been moments
– flashes of insight, great interactions, and glorious worship – full
of life, laughter, and joy, alongside
the dreary times. And I have seen
some remarkable, un-gloomy

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for News, please contact News editor Bethany Daniels at bethany.daniels@covenant.edu.

things as well.
Our group at SCIO (Scholarship and Christianity in Oxford)
has had the opportunity to see
the ancient Roman city at Verulamium and touch the shrine at
St. Alban’s Cathedral. We have
stood at the place where Thomas
Cranmer and Hugh Lattimer
were burned at the stake for their
heresy, drunk from the cleansing waters at Bath, and explored
the massive Palace at Hampton
Court that once belonged to
Henry VIII. We beheld the great
and mysterious stones at Stonehenge, walked along the castle at
Old Sarum and witnessed the
Uffington White Horse in all its
stately stride.
Overall, Oxford has offered a
holistic experience that requires
great effort as well as a mind
willing to dive into the history,
context, and narrative that has
shaped the city and surrounding countryside into what it
is today. Though some days
feel overwhelmingly mundane,
I’m reminded by every pointing spire, cockney accent, and
quirky professor that the things
that appear mundane are actually great and superfluous gifts
and will be sorely missed.
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Jordan Arnold: Theatre SIP
Bagpipe Staff

You may have seen theater major Jordan Arnold in her role as
Rosalind in the Covenant College
production of As You Like It. What
you may not have known was that
her role was an integral part of her
senior integration project. The Bagpipe sat down with Jordan to discuss
her SIP.
Can you briefly describe your SIP?
There are various options for a
theatre major in terms of SIPs. One
is a SIP “role” which is what I’m
doing. The presentation part is the
performance but before that I kept
journals of every rehearsal and did
lots of research and analysis on the

character I was playing. Now that
the show is over I’ll right a Christian rational for the project.

little break. I do hope that my future
holds theatre somehow but I’m
open to anything.

What pushed you towards this kind
of SIP?
Acting is my favorite part of the
theatre. I don’t care for directing and
I’m not much of a writer, so I knew
I wanted to act. I love Shakespeare,
so when I found out Kirby was
directing As You Like It I asked if
I could do my SIP role in her show.
Also, it was my only opportunity to
act under Kirby before I graduated.

Are there specific people who have
been supportive of this SIP specifically?
Deborah Kirby has been extremely
supportive. She didn’t have to let me
do my SIP in her show, but she did.
I felt that she really trusted me to
take on Rosalind.

Do you plan to pursue theater after
graduating? And how so?
I don’t intend to pursue theatre immediately after graduation. I need a

What do you think is the hardest
thing about theater?
Theatre, more than any artform, is
all about getting yourself outside
your comfort zone. Professors and
directors are constantly pushing
you beyond what you are comfort-

able with. Not to the point where
you feel violated but to the point
where you feel vulnerable. I love
theatre and it’s fun 70% of the time
but 100% of the time I’m terrified.
Sometimes I wonder why I put
myself through it.
What do you most enjoy about
theater?
I love the rehearsal process. I love
making discoveries about the character and the play. I would rehearse
forever and not perform if I could. I
hate performing.
Do you have any thoughts/comments on being a Christian while
also in the theater?
Too many. The best class I have ever

taken is Dramatic Art and Christian
Thought with Professor Hallstrom.
Everyone should take it. It is 100%
applicable to life after college. I went
to an arts high school and I was
the only christian in my theatre ensemble. When I took the class with
Hallstrom I realized that my view
of theatre was skewed. I didn’t really
believe in having boundaries. I just
thought it didn’t matter what I did
on stage because it was pretend. At
Covenant I have learned to protect
myself, co-actors, and the audience
from damage. The theatre world is
a huge mission field because the
views found there are so twisted.
It’s a dangerous place to be as a
Christian, but also a wonderful
one.
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Silver & Gold: The true meaning of Christmas
by Colin Stayton

Reprinted with permission from the
music blog: troughandcrest.com.
This review isn’t so much about
Sufjan Stevens’ latest box set of
Christmas music, Silver & Gold,
as it is about Christmas music as
a whole. Stylistically, functionally,
lyrically, Christmas music is a wildly
uneven genre that has managed
to put a song like “O Holy Night”
right after “Rudolph the Red-Nosed
Reindeer” on Pandora playlists without causing us to bat a single eyelid
at the irony. Sufjan, the perennially
expectation-skirting indie artist,
is drawn to irony like a moth to
a flame, so it makes sense that he
has released about as many hours
worth of Christmas music as he has
non-Christmas music in his now
decade-long career. But what are we
to do with this latest box set? Why
did Sufjan decide to have a second

go-around at Christmas music at
this strange juncture in his career?
And it is a strange juncture. It has
been exactly two years since we last
heard from Sufjan, and some fans
are still wrestling with the oddball
Age of Adz like a black sheep in a
well-to-do suburban family. To be
fair, that’s a pretty dismissive assessment of his back catalog. Michigan,
Seven Swans, Illinoise, and The
Avalanche, for all their banjo-picking
prettiness, each have their respective shares of apocalyptic grimness.
But The Age of Adz did the dirty but
necessary job of alienating everyone who listened to Sufjan merely
for the aforementioned prettiness.
For these listeners, the sometimes
crazed prophecies Sufjan preached
were lost to the pleasantness of the
music. The Age of Adz was a brilliant
work of art in part because it finally
infused Sufjan’s fascination with divine retribution into the music itself,
exposing with bold desperation his

petty, selfish ego to the cleansing fire
of a terrifyingly jealous God.
Silver & Gold returns from the
brink of that spiritual breakdown
to a simpler time in Sufjan’s career.
He takes up his banjo and singing saw once more to sing songs
about lumberjacks and happy
family Christmases. His renditions
of secular holiday songs are often
cheeky (“Jingle Bells,” “We Wish
You a Merry Christmas”), while
the traditional hymns tend to be
overwrought with heavy pianos and
weepy choirs (“Lift Up Your Heads,
Ye Mighty Gates,” “Ah Holy Jesus”).
Interspersed are a few originals, like
the unrehearsed rock jam “Ding-aling-a-ring-a-ling” wherin Sufjan
rhymes the juvenile title with “Baby
Jesus is the king,” or “Mr. Frosty
Man,” accompanied by an absurdly
gory claymation video.
What’s the message Sufjan is
trying to convey? The essay included
in the box set would have us believe

it’s all a meta-commentary on
how Christmas is too commercialized and the birth of Jesus should
actually strike terror in our hearts
because it signals the advent of our
impending damnation.
But I disagree. In between two
of Silver & Gold’s most ridiculous
songs (the aforementioned “Dinga-ling-a-ring-a-ling” and “Mr.
Frosty Man,”) we find “How Shall
I Fitly Meet Thee?” A particular
verse from this old, largely forgotten
hymn lands particularly sharply on
the ears: “Oh Fount of light, shine
brightly / Upon my darken’d heart /
That I may serve Thee rightly / And
know Thee as Thou art.” Through all
its outlandish gestures and cultural
critiquing, Silver & Gold is, at its
heart, not about irony, but paradox.
Sufjan is celebrating rather than
condemning Christmas music
despite all its unevenness, because
it encapsulates that tremendous
paradox that lies in the center of the

Christmas story. Jesus, fully God
wrapped in the flesh of a helpless
baby, confronts us with our own
frailty in the face of divine grace.
The picture of Christ in a manger is
equally comforting and unsettling,
celebratory and sobering; it holds
a mirror up to our own ignorance
and reminds us we’ve already been
forgiven for it. The Christ child is
like Lewis’s Aslan, both “terrible
and beautiful.” How do we respond
to this terribly beauty, this paradoxical Nativity scene? As Silver &
Gold seems to teach us, we should
respond with the whole of our
imperfect, inconsistent being—with
childish frivolity, with laughter, with
fear and trembling, with lightness of
heart and darkness of soul. Above
all, we should respond with humble
wonder, knowing that there is at
long last — to borrow a line from
The Age of Adz — a lover for our
impossible souls.

If you have something you wish to read about or would like to write an article for Arts, please contact Arts editors Calvin Cummings and Alia Hollback at calvin. cummings@covenant.edu
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Christmastime is here
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by Caroline Mallory

I have always loved Christmas. I
look forward to it the whole year
and anyone who knows me knows
that I go crazy about it. I am one of
those people that starts a countdown in August. I listen to Christmas music in July. I carry around
my Christmas coffee mugs all year
round, and I know every line to “A
Charlie Brown Christmas.” On the
less extreme side, the Christmas
season has always brought carols,
twinkling lights, sugar cookies, the
smell of pine throughout my house,
and a home filled with laughter
and chatter. Over the last several
of years, Christmas has begun to
change me. The more I have seen
and experienced brokenness in myself and those around me, the more
powerful Christmas has become.
The familiar carols that I have been
singing my whole life have finally
captured my attention, the words
sink in and I stop singing them out
of habit.
As my heart began to change,
the season of Advent became

very important to me. Advent is
a season where I feel the presence
of God more strongly in my life
than any other time. I can feel it
all around me in a palpable way.
Advent is about waiting, patience,
and anticipation. Every year on
Christmas Eve my mother used
to say as she tucked me in, “The
sooner you go to sleep, the sooner
it will be morning!” But it never
worked. I would lay there for what
seemed like hours, imagining what
the next morning would hold. That
kind of anticipation is the same
anticipation and excitement that
I have during this Advent season.
Advent is about having hope and
believing that this brokenness
will one day end. Advent is about
celebrating what has come, and
what is to come. It is about Jesus,
the Creator of the universe coming
in the weakness of an infant, and
entering into the brokenness. Advent is a reminder of the depth to
which God loves and delights in us
because He gave up the majesty of
heaven to experience pain, betrayal,
humiliation, all to save us. Christ-

mas is where the story of redemption and the defeat of sin and death
begins.
I know that we live in a fallen
world, and not everyone has good
connotations with Christmas. For
some of you Christmas is filled
with stressful family situations, and
you are relieved to come back to
school. Or perhaps for some of you,
Christmas means a crammed calendar of endless Christmas parties
full of forced merriment. Or maybe
the thought of Christmas fills you
with cynicism over the consumerism of America. Or maybe this year
you have lost something or someone, and everything will be different this year. My heart hurts for
you, because Christmas isn’t supposed to be painful; it’s supposed to
be filled with joy and peace. But the
thing I love about Advent is that it
offers something more than false
cheer; it offers hope. Advent says
that the King has come, that he was
“born that man no more may die,
born to raise the sons of earth, born
to give them second birth” and he
will come again to take away our

pain. “Chains shall he break…
and in his name all oppression
shall cease.” This darkness will not
last, because the Light has come.
He is making all things new, and
Advent gives us a chance to step
back and remember His promises,
see His faithfulness in our lives, and
anticipate the fulfillment of what is
to come.
This semester has been a hard
one for me, trying to balance
school, work, relationships, and rest.
This year has been a losing battle. I
am coming to this Advent season
exhausted and soul weary. I’ve been
clinging to the words:
“O come, O come, Emmanuel
And ransom captive Israel
That mourns in lonely exile here
Until the Son of God appear
Rejoice! Rejoice!”
I feel captive and the pain of
living in this broken world is
sometimes too much to bear. But
Advent stills my heart, lets it rejoice
and see that there is so much good
around me. If you are facing a difficult Christmas, my prayer for you
is that you would have hope in this

season, that you would experience
God’s presence in a powerful way,
and that the Incarnation would
break through the business of this
season and give you joy. This week
amidst the craziness of preparing
for finals-be still, take time to rest,
meditate on the Christmas story.
Let the power of those words wash
over you as you prepare to leave for
home. Let the truths of this season
refresh your soul. Emmanuel has
come, “Christ with Us” has come.
“For to us a child is born,
to us a son is given,
and the government will be on
his shoulders.
And he will be called
Wonderful Counselor, Mighty
God,
Everlasting Father, Prince of
Peace.
Of the greatness of his government and peace
there will be no end.
He will reign on David’s throne
and over his kingdom,
establishing and upholding it
with justice and righteousness
from that time on and forever.”
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Green and clean
by Austin Shelton

Alternative energy sources
(sometimes referred to as green
energy, renewable energy, or hippie juice), usually implies any energy source that isn’t based on the
use of fossil fuels. Wind power,
solar panels, hydroelectricity, and
nuclear power are some of the
first things that jump to people’s
minds when they hear the phrase
“renewable energy” (perhaps
clean coal does as well, but we’ll
ignore the seeming paradox evident in its name).
Though nowhere near as contentious as issues like abortion,
immigration, and the economy,
alternative energy does tend to
make people draw lines in the
proverbial sand. While these
lines are in no way absolute, the
split usually occurs along the
normal party lines, with those

leaning conservative tending to
support less funding for renewable energy projects, and liberals
more. Though I will continue to
maintain my stance as a moderate
(a.k.a. the group of people that
both parties revile), I approve of
the emphasis Obama has placed
(at least in his rhetoric) on expanding America’s infrastructure
of renewable energy.
That being said, I’m not against
fossil fuels. The main benefit of
fossil fuels is that they’re cheap,
despite what you may think when
you fill up your car. A recent
study done to examine the possibility of putting wind turbines
farther down the Georgia side of
Lookout Mountain was estimated to cost around $30 million,
for eight to ten turbines. That is
a lot of money for a project that
was only estimated to be able to
power around 6000 homes.

But besides their low cost,
fossil fuels don’t have that much
going for them, in my opinion.
Remember the disaster in the
Gulf of Mexico not too long
ago? You know where that can’t
happen--on a wind turbine, a solar farm, or pretty much anything
not dealing with the flammable
fossilized remains of dead organisms.
At this point in the argument,
someone might bring up, and
rightly so, that a malfunction at
a nuclear reactor would be much,
much worse than any oil spill.
And they’re right, if that were
ever to happen. Chernobyl was
an unmitigated disaster for the
Soviet Union, and parts of the
affected areas will remain uninhabitable for centuries. But how
many other Chernobyl’s have
there been in the (admittedly)
short history of nuclear power?

Fukushima (the plant in Japan
that was in danger of going critical after the tsunami) released
nowhere near the amount needed
to harm someone in the short
term, and the 50 workers that
stayed behind to try to get the reactor under control are fine. One
of the problems with the “what
if ” scenario is that nuclear power
plants are some of the most
secure facilities on earth, and it
literally took a 50 foot wave to
compromise one. If you’re still
put off by the risk, that’s perfectly
fine. The thing about this kind of
energy is that it’s more a concept
than a predetermined list. For
example, there’s a tower in Rio
built for the Olympics that is
powered by a waterfall running
down the side of the building.
This waterfall also provides the
power to pump the water back
up. That’s creative, it looks cool,

and it works.
But in order to avoid getting
bogged down trying to make my
argument watertight, I will just
conclude by saying that alternative energy is not something
to be feared. Though there are
a number of Al Gores who get
behind these programs, I think
the benefits outweigh the cost of
having to associate with liberals or earth children on this one
issue (they’re people too). One
of the problems that people don’t
think about when criticizing
alternative energy is that they
are for the most part long-term
solutions, meant to be more like
LEGO blocks than the plaster
on the outside of Carter: building something sturdy bit by bit
as opposed to a quicker solution that only really covers the
problem and pushes it off to a
later date.

we’re not body-hating NeoPlatonists, so the physical world
is important, and we need to
have a full experience in worship,
not just of the mind, but of the
physical senses as well.
The Lord’s Supper is one of
the ways that God has provided
a physical experience of worship for us. So next time you’re
in church, and the bread and
(hopefully) wine come around,
here are a few things you can
meditate on:
(1) The Lord’s Supper is
a commemoration of Jesus’
sacrifice on the cross. The bread
symbolizes his body, and the
wine his blood. As surely as the

bread is broken, Christ’s body
was broken. As surely as the
wine pours from the cup, Christ’s
blood was shed for us. Jesus himself told his disciples to “do this
in remembrance of Me” (Luke
22:19), and thus we see the elements (the bread and the wine)
and are reminded of the very real
and painful nature of Christ’s
sacrifice for us.
(2) The Lord’s Supper represents the work of salvation in
our hearts. We don’t just look at
the bread and wine, we eat the
bread and drink the wine. They
nourish and strengthen us, just as
God nourishes and strengthens
our souls based on the work that

Christ has done.
(3) The Lord’s Supper symbolizes our union with Christ. This
is possibly just a facet of the last
point, but it’s worth noting that
even though Christ is in heaven
and we’re on earth, we have
become united with him through
regeneration and justification.
The bread and the wine, as they
become part of us, as they come
to constitute our bodies, symbolize this deep union.
(4) The Lord’s Supper shows
the community of believers and
Christ. Meals are (generally)
times of fellowship and good
times all round. When people
want to get to know one another

and have good times (again, I’m
not talking about sex; get your
mind out of the gutter), they
gather for some good food and
drink. The Lord’s Supper is the
physical manifestation of this,
as the whole body of Christ (the
Communion) partakes of the
same ritual and eats the same
meal, being united with Christ.
(5) The Lord’s Supper looks
forward to the Final Wedding
Supper of the Lamb. The community, union, salvation, and love
that the Lord’s Supper symbolizes now will be culminated then.
And if Cana is anything to go by,
it’s going to be some ridiculously
good wine.

The Lord’s Supper
by Matt Bristley

I like the physical world. I like
seeing things, tasting things,
smelling things, and touching
things. No, I’m not talking about
sex. Actually, this article is about
the Lord’s Supper, and specifically how we experience it and what
kind of meaning it entails. This
is important, because sometimes
I hear people say that worship
in the church is too abstract,
lacking any physical meaning—
that they can see the reasoning
behind Roman Catholic and
Eastern Orthodox practices like
icons and extreme unction (it’s a
thing). This desire is legitimate;
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Happy Thanksgiving & college football
by Peter Wilkerson

Living on top of a mountain, it
can be easy to forget about the
world around us. There are plenty
of interesting things happening
in the world--political elections,
conflict in the Middle East, Taylor
Swift’s new album--but today,
college football is the one to be
addressed. And no, it’s not that
version they play over in Europe.
It’s an American sport. It’s a sport
that gets people more excited than
you got over watching Duck Dynasty during Thanksgiving break.
So here’s the lowdown on what
has happened so far this year in

college football.
Notre Dame Deserves to be #1
Personal side-note here, I am
not a Notre Dame fan. That aside,
Notre Dame is the best team in the
nation right now. Why? Simple.
They are the only team that hasn’t
lost to anybody. And they have defeated good competition including
Oklahoma and Stanford. No, they
did not play the caliber of teams
that the Southeastern Conference
(SEC) played, but remember, no
team in the SEC emerged undefeated. Notre Dame did.
Notre Dame’s success is built on
its defense. Led by junior line-

backer Manti Te’o the Notre Dame
defense has held opponents to a
paltry 10.3 points per game. Head
Coach Brian Kelly has done a phenomenal job turning the Fighting
Irish around and he has done it by
building a tough team mindset and
a tough defense. Welcome back to
football, Notre Dame.
The Southeastern Conference
(SEC) is King again
As of a few weeks ago, this year
was seen as the downfall of the
SEC. Notre Dame, Kansas State,
and Oregon were all undefeated
while no SEC team was undefeated. Then Bowl Championship

Series (BCS) mayhem set in and
both Oregon and Kansas State
lost. It now looks like the winner
of the SEC Championship game
will play against Notre Dame in
the National Championship game.
Not only will the SEC once
again be represented in the National Championship, but they are well
represented in the Top 25 or rather
the Top 10. 6 of the teams ranked
in the top 10 are from the SEC!
Alabama sits at #2, Georgia #3,
Florida #4, LSU #7, Texas A&M
#9, and South Carolina is #10.
Johnny Who?
People remember the name
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Johnny Manziel. Nicknamed
Johnny Football, the freshman
has led Texas A&M into the Top
10 and back into college football
relevancy. His numbers are fantastic.
He has thrown for 3419 yards and
24 touchdowns. He has also run
for 1181 yards and 19 touchdowns.
Add in the fact that he personally
dismantled the vaunted Alabama
defense and what you have is the
Heisman front-runner. Believe it or
not Johnny Football could become
the first freshman ever to win the
Heisman trophy, and with all due
respect to Manti Te’o of Notre
Dame and Aaron Murray of Georgia, he just might deserve it.

